With Casa Systems’ Wireless LAN Solutions,
Guests Will Feel Like They Never Left Home

Integration of Wi-Fi and
DOCSIS reduces cost,
enables insight to entire guest
communication experience
Works with a variety of access
points
Centralized remote
management for control from
any location
Advanced SON features
simplify AP provisioning and
management
Radio Resource Management
captures network data and
uses it to dynamically manage
QoE based on the service
provider’s parameters
Separation of data and control
plane allows optimum scaling
flexibility; multiple sizes of
edge servers and cloud based
core server enable a variety of
deployment models
Leverage existing
infrastructure for more rapid,
less intrusive deployment

Easy access to fast and dependable Wi-Fi while relaxing in front of
the TV can help guests feel at home, improve their satisfaction, and
increase recommendations and return visits. Providers of the optimum
guest Wi-Fi experience also deserve a little respite from rising costs
and complex management. And, both guests and their hosts can
benefit from Wi-Fi offerings that go beyond traditional one-sizefits-all approaches. Casa Systems’ Wireless LAN (WLAN) solutions
are optimally suited to meet current and emerging Wi-Fi demands in
hospitality environments.
Casa’s WLAN solutions use existing infrastructure to deliver Wi-Fi
services via qualified 3rd party access points giving the service provider
greater visibility and control over both the Wi-Fi and fixed broadband
experience from any location. Deployment is simplified with the Casa
approach, so that hospitality providers don’t have to worry about
lengthy and unsightly construction impacting the guest experience.
To ensure all guests are satisfied with their Wi-Fi experience, Casa
offers traffic conditioning and metering functions, which enable
differentiated Wi-Fi offerings and increase monetization opportunities.
Equipped with powerful radio resource management and SON software,
Casa’s WLAN lets the hospitality provider rest as easily as their guests.

Casa Systems’ Wi-Fi for Hospitality
Easy
Deployment

Powerful
Management

• Multiple sizes of WES
(WLAN Edge Servers)
(ME1X, C100G, C40G)

• Single pane of glass
for visibility into and
management of control
and data plane services

• Deploy WES and / or
WCS on or off-premise
• Variety of APs supported
• Use existing CMTS, inbuilding coax
• Cloud based WCS
(WLAN Core Server)

• SON for simplified multivendor AP provisioning
and management
• Comprehensive network
data collection

Flexible
Deployment
• Built to scale control
and data planes separately
• Isolated data paths for
multiple networks
• Smooth scaling of
APs with unique SON
features

• Remote diagnosis and
trouble-shooting

About Casa Systems, Inc.
Casa Systems has defined a new category of software-centric Ultra Broadband network edge
devices that allow cable and mobile service providers to intelligently and cost-effectively scale
their networks to meet gigabit demands today. Based on disruptive technologies to target the
growing market opportunity in interactive digital video and broadband IP services, Casa Systems
provides market-leading, DOCSIS 3.1-enabled CCAP and CMTS products, universal EdgeQAM
and intelligent video processing solutions for broadcast and unicast services, as well as MobileEdge
small cell and managed Wi-Fi solutions. #UltraBroadband #GigabitSpeeds
For more information, please visit us at http://www.casa-systems.com.
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